
Xtreme Movers 

Removalist 

 

We will provide your perfect home removal. Xtreme movers provide a fast, reliable and 

personal service for all types and sizes of house removals throughout Australia locally and 

interstate.   We are customer focused from first contact through to safe delivery of your house 

contents.  Our custom-designed online quote facility provides an instant and reassuring 

guideline price. Customers are also very appreciative of the many other aspects of our service 

which are designed to make their home removal as smooth and painless as possible 

We pride ourselves on delivering exemplary customer service, paired with a wealth of 

knowledge that is channelled into creating the perfect home removal solution. Regardless of 

time or budgetary constraints, we are able to deliver a personalised move that meets any 

requirement. Our tailor-made removals service means that nothing is missed and any 

challenges are swiftly overcome. 

For more details contact us now on 0423 523 219 

 

Moving House 

| Whether you’re planning to move across the street or interstate, Xtreme Movers can help. 

You can be sure that your moving day is in safe, professional hands. 

Your Moving Survey 

| A professional Move Consultant from our nearest office will visit you at home (at a time 

that suits you) and carry out a comprehensive moving survey of your household possessions. 

Packing Services 

| Packing and unpacking can be the most time consuming and often tedious part of moving 

house! So why not leave it to us? Our packing teams are professionally trained art handlers, 

technicians and packers, so you can be sure your possessions are in safe hands. 

Moving House Checklist 

| Xtreme Movers have put together this moving house checklist to help prepare you for the 

big day, reduce the stress and make your house move easier. 

  

Call us now on 0423 523 219 to discuss the packages 

 


